
Mini Mock 
(Set - 1)



In a certain code language:
“something makes anything possible” is written as “so go do mo”
“love makes impossible possible” is written as “go to do lo”
“something makes everything wrong” is written as “bo mo go ho”
“wrong love destroy everything” is written as “to ho po bo”

Which of the following code will definitely not represents “something or 
anything happens once” ?
a) mo co so cho jo
b) so mo ko jo zo
c) jo no do so to
d) no jo so mo cho
e) co mo jo so zo



In a certain code language:
“something makes anything possible” is written as “so go do mo”
“love makes impossible possible” is written as “go to do lo”
“something makes everything wrong” is written as “bo mo go ho”
“wrong love destroy everything” is written as “to ho po bo”

What is the code “something wrong” in the given language?
a) po mo
b) so mo
c) mo ho 
d) mo bo
e) Either C or D



Statements:
All papers are pen.
Some pens are eraser. 
Some eraser are not pencil. 
Some pencils are paper.

Conclusions : 
I. All pen being pencil is a possibility.
II. Some eraser are not paper.
III. All pencil being pen is a possibility.
IV. Some paper are eraser.



Find total no. of students in the row? 
Statement l: In a row of students, Saumya is 21st from right side of the row and the 
number of students to her left are exactly half the number of students sitting to her 
right. 
Statement Il: In a row of persons, Komal is 7th to the left of Shivani who is 15th from 
the left end and position of Komal is 21st from the right end. 



Six people namely, M, N, O, P, T and U live in a building of 6 floors. The ground 
floor is numbered 1st and the topmost floor is numbered 6th, Who lives on the 
top floor? 
Statement l: There are two floors between the floors of T and U but neither of 
them lives on the top floor. The floor of P is immediately above N's floor. 
Statement Il: The floor of M is not adjacent to U's floor. O's floor is not the top 
floor. The floor of T is above M's floor. 



Seven persons, A, B, C, D, E, F and G live in different floors of a seven storey
building, where the bottommost floor is 1 and the floor above it is 2 and so 
on. Each of them liked different colours among, Black, Blue, Red, Green, 
Pink, White and Yellow not necessarily in same order. 
Three persons live between G and the person, who liked White. B doesn't 
liked Pink. Two persons live between E and F, who lives immediately below 
of C. E doesn't liked White. Person, who liked Pink, lives above C. At least 3 
persons live between B and D. Person, who liked Black lives 3rd to the above 
of the person, who liked Green. A, who liked Red, lives 2nd to the below of 
G. Neither D nor B liked Blue.


